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NEW QUESTION: 1
A firewall administrator has completed most of the steps
required to provision a standalone Palo Alto Networks
Next-Generation Firewall. As a final step, the administrator
wants to test one of the security policies.
Which CLI command syntax will display the rule that matches the
test?
A. test security rule source &lt;ip_address&gt; destination
&lt;IP_address&gt; destination port &lt;port number&gt;
protocol
&lt;protocol number&gt;
B. show security rule source &lt;ip_address&gt; destination
&lt;IP_address&gt; destination port &lt;port number&gt;
protocol &lt;protocol number&gt;
C. show security-policy-match source &lt;ip_address&gt;
destination &lt;IP_address&gt; destination port &lt;port

number&gt; protocol &lt;protocol number&gt; test
security-policy-match source
D. test security -policy- match source &lt;ip_address&gt;
destination &lt;IP_address&gt; destination port &lt;port
number&gt; protocol &lt;protocol number
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
test security-policy-match source protocol &lt;protocol
number&gt;
https://live.paloaltonetworks.com/t5/Management-Articles/How-to
-Test-Which-Security-Policy-Applies-to-a-Tra

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/log-analytics/log-analyt
ics-itsmc-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3
An ISP has an IP/MPLS core network. Recently, after replacing
low-capacity routers with two Cisco Carrier Routing System
routers, customer has complained about reduced application
performance (slow website access). What is the most likely
cause for this issue?
A. The policer used by LPTS on CRS-1 s is dropping some
traffic.
B. The addition of two CRS-1 routers has caused increased
queuing latency.
C. The default interface MTU setting of 1500 bytes on the
CRS-1s is causing MPLS packet fragmentation.
D. After the two CRS-1s are inserted, other low-capacity
routers are not up to the forwarding performance of CRS.
E. Packet forwarding on the CRS-1 s are processed by the RP
CPU.
Answer: D
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